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Interference results when a quantum particle is free to choose among a few
indistinguishable paths.  A canonical example of Bohr’s complementarity principle
[1] is a two-path interferometer with an external detector coupled to one of the paths.
Then, interference between the two paths vanishes (i.e. dephasing) if one is able to
detect, even in principle, the path taken by the particle.  This type of which path
(WP) experiment was already executed with photons, cooled atoms, neutrons,
solitons, and more recently with electrons in a mesoscopic system [2].  In the latter
experiment path determination was provided by inducing a change in the current
flowing through the detector.  In the present experiment we perform a more
intriguing WP determination: only a phase change is being induced in the detector
while the current remains unaffected.  We show that such detector-interferometer
interaction can be understood both, from the WP information obtained by the
detector, or alternatively by understanding the disturbance in the interferometer
caused by the detector.  Moreover, we address the subtle role of detector coherency
and point out difficulties in the intuitive interpretation of the experiment.
2An electronic mesoscopic system, where electrons maintain their wave properties, may
serve as an excellent playground for demonstrating quantum mechanical interference.
Moreover, Coulomb interaction among the electrons may facilitate strong entanglement
(i.e., quantum correlation) between coupled coherent systems – a useful quantum state in
the emerging field of quantum computation.  Recently, a mesoscopic which path (WP)
type experiment was performed by Buks et al. [2].  There, a WP detector, in the form of a
current carrying narrow conducting constriction (a Quantum Point Contact, QPC), was
placed in close proximity to one of the two paths of the electron interferometer [3].
Electrons passing in this path affected the current of the detector, and even though the
change in current was not actually measured, the mere possibility to measure it and
obtain WP information was sufficient to partly dephase the interferometer.  Contrary to
that, in our present experiment, only a quantum mechanical phase is being added to the
electrons that pass a QPC detector - without affecting the current - hence, WP
information cannot be readily extracted.  In spite of this ‘difficulty’ strong dephasing of
the nearby interferometer is observed.  Contrary to common intuition, we show that
dephasing the detector does not affect its detection properties.
Before constructing the actual setup of the experiment we consider its basic requirements.
Interference strength in the interferometer can be expressed in terms of a ‘dephasing rate’
induced by the detector times an ‘effective time of interaction’ between the
interferometer and the detector.  There are two equivalent ways to estimate the dephasing
rate.  The first is via studying the effect of the electron in the interferometer on the state
3of the detector, and the second is that of the detector on the interferometer.  Here we
emphasize first the former, easier to estimate, approach, based on a theory developed by
Stern et al. [4] and applied to a QPC detector in Ref. 2.  This approach relates the
dephasing rate to the overlap of the two possible detector states: wow χχ , where the
states wχ  and woχ  correspond to the state of the detector with and without an electron
in the nearby path, respectively.  A small overlap indicates nearly orthogonal detector
states and clear WP determination, hence strong dephasing.
The overlap of detector states, with current flowing through the QPC detector, can be
expressed in terms of the single electron states in the QPC and raised to the power N,
with N the number of impinging electrons on the QPC during the ‘effective time of
interaction’.  Each single electron state can be expressed as td t +rd r , where td and rd
are the complex transmission and reflection amplitudes, and t  and r  are the quantum
states of the transmitted and reflected electrons, respectively.  For weak interaction
between detector and interferometer the dephasing rate, 1/τ ϕ  , can be shown to have the
form [2,5]:
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where Td=|td|2 is the transmission probability through the QPC, Vd is the voltage applied
to the QPC, ∆Td is the change in the transmission coefficient, and rt θθγ ∆−∆=  is the
induced phase change, both are due to an electron dwelling in the nearby path of the
interferometer.  The phases tθ∆  and rθ∆  are the respective phase changes in the
4transmitted and reflected waves.  Since in our experiment ∆ Td = 0 we address only the
second term in Eq. (1).  While the term ∆ Td is determined directly via conductance
measurement of the QPC the phase change, γ , cannot be measured within the QPC
detector.  Such phase change can be measured, in principle, via an interference
experiment, as the second term in Eq. (1), being periodic in γ , suggests.  Interference,
taking place between the transmitted wave with magnitude dT  and the reflected wave
with magnitude dT−1 , leads to a change in the conductance of the appropriately
constructed interference loop.  However, our detector does not contain such an
interference loop and cannot provide such information.  Moreover, this interpretation
implies that coherency of the detector is required!  We address this issue later.  A second
way to understand the dephasing process is to inspect the effect of the detector on the
interferometer.  This was done by Levinson [6] who calculated the inelastic scattering
rate due to the non-equilibrium charge fluctuations in the near by detector.  These
fluctuations, being proportional to Td(1-Td), result from partitioning of the current by the
QPC and are the ubiquitous shot noise resulting from the granular nature of the electrons
[7].  Equation (1) is still puzzling.  While the second term in Eq. (1) is in agreement with
the above understanding, the first term is counterintuitive.  Being inversely proportional
to the shot noise, we may interpret it as the limiting parameter that prevents accurate WP
determination by the detector.
The realization of the experiment proceeds as follows.  The condition ∆ Td = 0, γ  = 0 can
be easily realized with electrons in a high magnetic field (being in the so-called: Quantum
Hall Effect regime).  Under these conditions most current flows in a chiral motion along
5trajectories that follow the edges of the sample (called edge states).  A QPC constriction,
which effectively brings the two edges of the sample close together, enables scattering
between the edges, and serving as an electron ‘beam splitter’ (Fig. 1).  The nearby
interferometer induces a phase change in one of the propagating edge states (in the
transmitted wave) hopefully yielding the desired WP information.
A standard two-path interferometer, employed in Ref. 2, is ineffective in the presence of
a high magnetic field since it prevents electrons from choosing either path with nearly
equal probability.  Hence, we adopted an electronic version of the optical Fabry-Perot
interferometer.  A relatively simple version is the quantum dot (QD) [3,8], which is a
small electronic trap connected with two leads to electron reservoirs, capturing electrons
for a relatively long dwell time as they bounce back and forth inside the potential well
that forms the trap.  The interference, among the many bouncing paths, leads to sharp
resonances in the transmission through the QD (hence in the conductance) as a function
of energy.  Experimentally, the obtained peaks in the conductance (known as Coulomb
Blockade (CB) peaks) are thermally broadened due to the Fermi distribution in the leads
with width considerably larger than the intrinsic resonance width Γ i.  We used two QDs
in series (double quantum dot system (DQD)), where degeneracy between the resonant
levels in both dots is necessary for conduction, hence enabling CB peaks 2Γ i wide [9]).
When an electron enters and dwells in the DQD interferometer it charges the DQD and
causes a deflection of the nearby edge-state away from the DQD (see Fig. 1).  The
deflected path adds an extra phase to the transmitted electrons, ∆ θ t, without affecting the
6transmission probability of the QPC (∆ Td=0).  It is not difficult to understand that longer
dwell time trajectories in the DQD will be affected more by the detector than those with
shorter dwell times, making them distinguishable and leading to dephasing of the DQD.
We expect then to measure a reduction of the peak height and a broadening of the peak
width to Γ i + h/τ ϕ .  A small shift in the energy of the peak is also expected but since there
are other causes for a shift we do not make use of it.  Note that in our experiment we can
control the detector’s transmission Td, the voltage applied to the detector Vd, and the
magnetic field (that affects γ ), hence controlling the induced dephasing rate.
The structure, fabricated in a high mobility two dimensional electron gas, is
schematically shown in Fig. 1.  The DQD is being tuned with its gates to form resonance
peaks ‘above’ the two-dimensional plane spanned by the two plunger gate voltages, Vp1
and Vp2.  The resonance peaks are located on a hexagonal lattice (Fig. 2a); a well-known
fingerprint of the DQD in the CB regime [10].  A single, magnified peak, with its contour
at half maximum, is shown in Fig. 2b.  We use the area in this contour as a measure of
the dephasing rate.
Dephasing is being studied, at low temperatures, as a function of Td and Vd.  A high
magnetic field is applied leading to one or two filled Landau levels, namely, a filling
factor one or two (FF = 1, 2).  We present here results for FF=2 but note, however, that at
the relatively high Vd being used, the two Landau levels cannot be resolved.  Figure 3a
shows the dependence of one CB ‘contour area’ on Td for a fixed Vd.  The measured area
qualitatively follows the expression Td(1-Td) in Eq. (1).  Similarly, the peak height has an
7inverse dependence on that expression (Fig. 3b).  A nearly linear dependence of the
dephasing rate on the applied voltage Vd, at Td=0.7, is shown in the inset of the Fig. 3.
Similar results were obtained from the behavior of other peaks, in a few different devices,
and for FF=1.  Note that our discussion must remain qualitative since we have no theory
to express the ‘contour area’ or the height of the CB peaks of the DQD as a function of
the induced dephasing rate by the detector.  The results in Fig. 3 clearly show that indeed
phase change in the detector leads to dephasing of the interferometer even though an
interference experiment was not performed in the detector.
Since according to our initial understanding WP detection relies on interference between
transmitted and reflected waves, an important question naturally rises: Must the detector
be phase coherent in order to dephase the interferometer?  At first glance it seems that an
incoherent detector will prevent WP detection.  However, as it turns out this is not the
case.  This can be shown by adding an artificial dephasor in the path of the transmitted
wave before it reaches the DQD, thus coupling the detector the dephasor’s degrees of
freedom.  The single particle states of the ‘modified detector’ (detector+dephasor) can
now be written in the form: td t tpi +rd r rpi , where tpi  and rpi are the states of
the dephasor for an electron being transmitted or reflected by the QPC, respectively.  It
can then be shown that the overlap factor wow χχ  and consequently the dephasing rate
remain the same as without the dephasor.  In spite the fact that the presence of such
dephasor prevents obtaining WP information by interfering t  and r , still, dephasing
in the interferometer takes place!  It might be easier to grasp this counter intuitive fact if
8we realize that an ideal dephasor, substituted in the current path, is not expected to affect
the magnitude of charge fluctuations in the detector (due to current conservation).
In order to verify the role of detector coherency we introduced a floating Ohmic contact
between the QPC and the DQD [11] (Fig. 4a).  The Ohmic contact serves as a thermal
bath, emitting the edge states that enter it totally dephased.  A biased gate in front of the
Ohmic contact allows removing it from the path of the transmitted edge state.  Figure 4b
shows the dependence of the peak ‘contour area’ on Td, for an Ohmic contact in and out
the path of the edge state.  Surprisingly, we find an unexpected decrease in the dephasing
rate in the presence of the Ohmic contact.  We attribute this decrease to the finite
capacitance of the Ohmic contact (which is difficult to minimize), ‘shorting to ground’
high frequency components of the shot noise, preventing them from arriving at the DQD.
Indeed, adding an external capacitor decreased the dephasing rate even more.  While
charge fluctuations in the edge channel that leave the QPC have all frequency
components, f<1012 Hz, it is estimated that after leaving the Ohmic contact only
frequencies below some 107 Hz remain.  Even though this is a negligible part of the
spectrum it is reasonable to believe that the lowest part of the spectrum leads to phase
smearing among the stream of the electrons passing the DQD.  In other words, each
electron, dwelling in the DQD for only a few nanoseconds, emerges with a random
phase.  With these assumption in mind we believe that the results with and without the
artificial dephasor are consistent with Eq. (1).
9The results presented here show that in an interferometer-detector experiment (which
path experiment), even in the presence of strong induced dephasing, there are times when
WP information cannot be readily extracted from the detector.  In such cases it might be
easier to study the direct effect of the detector on the interferometer.  Such experiments
can be exploited to provide new information on both the dephasor and the dephasee.  For
example, having the detector in the Fractional QHE regime, where current carrying
charges are fractionally charged, can shed light on the interaction between fractional
charges and the mundane electrons in the interferometer, thus leading to a new type of
entangled states.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1: A schematic of the DQD interferometer and a QPC detector.  The device is
fabricated in a high mobility two dimensional electron gas embedded in a GaAs-AlGaAs
heterostructure with a low temperature (at ≈1 K) mobility of the electrons 5x105 cm2/V-
sec.  The QPC, the DQD, and the trajectories of the edge states were defined by
depositing metal gates on the surface of the structure and biasing them negatively.  This
leads to depletion of electrons underneath the gates, forming impenetrable potential
barriers, serving as potential and guiding walls.  In the presence of a strong perpendicular
magnetic field (5-10 Tesla) and applied voltage Vd , electrons, emanating from an Ohmic
contact (on the left), travel in edge states toward the QPC.  The magnetic field is tuned so
that one or two edge states coexist near the boundary (the so-called filling factor one or
two, respectively).  The edge states are partly transmitted ( t ) and partly reflected ( r )
by the QPC.  The transmitted edge state is Coulombically coupled to the near by DQD
interferometer, which is in turn connected to its own circuit (with source S and drain D).
The DQD, being weakly coupled to its own leads (via two, slightly pinched off, QPCs), is
tuned to resonance via voltages to the two plunger gates, Vp1 and Vp2, each tunes the
resonance in one QD.  Whenever an extra electron is added to the DQD the nearby edge
state is slightly diverted (dashed line) thus acquiring additional phase, γ.  This phase
change distinguishes between the different possible trajectories in the DQD, each with its
own dwell time.
Figure 2: (a) Conductance of the DQD interferometer as a function of the two plunger
gate voltages Vp1 and Vp2.  The bright spots correspond to CB peaks.  A resonant peak
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occurs in the degeneracy point of three charge states allowing transport of one electron
from one side of the DQD to the other: n electrons in the left dot and m electrons in the
right dot;  n+1 electrons in the left dot and m electrons in the right dot;  n electrons in the
left dot and m+1 electrons in the right dot;  and back to n and m electrons in each dot.
The hexagonal ordering is a known property of a DQD system [9]. (b) Magnified view of
one CB peak.  The dashed line is a contour drawn at half maximum of the peak height.
Due to the asymmetry of the peak shape we use the area enclosed by this contour as a
measure of the peak width.
Figure 3: (a) The area of the contour at half peak height as a function of the transmission
probability, Td, for two values of applied bias Vd = 0 and 2 mV.  The dependence
qualitatively agrees with the expected Td(1-Td).  The measurement is done at a filling
factor 2, namely, with two spin split levels (two edge states).  Changing the bias on the
gates that form the QPC varies the conductance and the transmission coefficient of the
QPC.  Note that the large applied Vd does not allow resolving the splitting of the two edge
states, hence we use the expression for conductance heTd
22⋅  to obtain Td.  Inset: The
dependence of the contour area on the applied voltage, Vd, for Td = 0.7.  As expected this
dependence is nearly linear.  (b) The dependence of the peak height (in units of
conductance) on the transmission probability, Td, for two values Vd = 0 and 2 mV.  This
dependence also agrees with the presented model.  Note, that in addition to the change in
the peak height there is also a change in its position, which is not shown.
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Figure 4: (a)  A schematic of the experimental setup with a floating Ohmic contact
introduced in the transmitted wave.  The Ohmic contact serves as a dephasor for the
transmitted electrons.  A gate in front of the Ohmic contact allows removing this contact
from the electrons path. (b)  The area of the contour at half peak height as a function of
the transmission probability, Td, with and without the Ohmic contact in the electrons path.
The decrease in the dephasing rate is attributed to the non-negligible capacitance of the
Ohmic contact that shorts the high frequency components of the shot noise to ground,
preventing them from participating in the dephasing of the DQD.
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